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Our Health Spending Mismatch

Health Care Spending and Health Determinants

 The New England Health Care Institute cites

research showing that 88% of our health is
determined by our environment and our
behavior – not by the health care we receive.

 7 out of every 10 deaths among Americans each

year are caused by chronic diseases such as heart
disease, cancer, stroke and diabetes.

 75% of health care dollars in Massachusetts go

toward treating preventable chronic diseases
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Prevention Works
 2011 study showed that a 10 percent increase in local

public health spending leads to significant decreases
in infant mortality and deaths from cardiovascular
disease, diabetes, and cancer.
 5 percent cut to the rate of chronic disease growth
would save Medicare and Medicaid $5.5 billion
annually by 2030.
 In Massachusetts, every $1 dollar in spending on
prevention is estimated to save $7 dollars in the
return on investment.

Prevention and Health Reform in MA
 Apr ‘06: Chapter 58 – Extends Access to Coverage



Created Health Care Quality and Cost Council
Includes appropriations for DPH

 Aug ‘08: Chapter 305 – Reforms to Address Cost & Quality


Created Special Commission on the Health Care Payment System

 Jul ‘09: Special Commission Final Recommendations

Issued – Recommendation to reform payment methodologies

 Oct ‘09: Health Care Quality and Cost Council Final Report

– “Fully integrated cost containment strategy” including
prevention and DPH funding

 Feb ‘11: Governor Patrick Files Payment Reform

Legislation

 Aug ‘12: Chapter 224 – Payment Reform Bill


Integrating PH into Payment Reform: Questions
 How to ensure community-based prevention into public

conversation and, ultimately, legislation?


Create program based on successful initiatives and driven by data.

 Write standalone legislation or respond to others’

proposals?


Standalone legislation with goal of rolling into larger vehicle.

 Dedicate funding?


Yes.

 Specify funding source?


Yes.

 Organize support around overarching goals vs. specific

program and financing?


Created Prevention and Wellness Trust Fund

Prevention and Cost Control Trust – H1498
 Sponsored by Rep. Jason Lewis and Sen. Harriette

Chandler

 Competitive grants awarded to communities and

groups of communities
 Take proven strategies to scale (e.g., lessons from

Mass in Motion, Community Transformation Grants)
 Oversight Board will document the most prevalent

and costly health conditions each year and identify
evidence-based interventions
 $75 million/year – at least 80% in competitive grants

Both
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Criteria for Financing

Financing Options Explored
 Assessment on health insurers

 Sustainable; unlikely to be diverted to other uses
 Sufficient to impact health care costs and

population health (e.g, not mini-grants)
 Logical link between funding source and cost
savings
 Administrative simplicity
 Politically viable in current climate

 Remove exemption on sugar-sweetened beverages
 Raise cigarette tax
 Close tax loophole on other tobacco products
 Broad-based revenue increase (e.g., sales, income

tax)

 Other healthcare-related fees/assessments
 Budget appropriation
 Casino licensing fees
 Bonding

H1498 – Financing
Assessment on health insurers

Other Financing Options Explored
 Remove exemption on sugar-sweetened beverages
 Raise cigarette tax

 Builds

on the model currently used to support the
purchase of childhood vaccines
 Ties prevention structurally to the healthcare
financing system
 Utilizes existing administrative mechanisms
 Aligns those paying with those who stand to benefit
financially from the program’s success

 Close tax loophole on other tobacco products
 Broad-based revenue increase (e.g., sales, income

tax)
 Other healthcare-related fees/assessments
 Budget appropriation
 Casino licensing fees
 Bonding
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Two Streams
 Create drumbeat on the concept of

prevention in payment reform
 Push a specific financing proposal

Supporters
 More than 100 active legislators
 Legislative Prevention for Health Caucus
 Mayors and town managers
 Local public health officials
 Philanthropic, business, and labor leaders
 Healthcare leaders
 Statewide and local organizations

Outside - Built external pressure
 Several

events: press conferences, rallies, lobby
days
 Series of “mini-lobby days” to educate/engage
Reps and Senators
 Open letter to legislators from civic leaders –
over 300 signatures
 Earned media, including event coverage, LTEs,
and Op-Eds (including from mayors)
 Organized support in key districts
 Broad set of allies: faith groups, mayors, business
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“Without a strong focus on
prevention, we won’t reduce
medical costs significantly
regardless of how we pay for
them. Health and economic
development are inextricably
linked… [Healthcare costs]
are very real barriers to job
growth.”
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Legislative Letter to Conference Committee
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Final Financing=$225m
Cost-control bill aims to reduce
illnesses
By Kay Lazar, Globe Staff, August 01, 2012
A coalition of consumer and public health groups praised the
inclusion of money in the health cost control bill adopted by
lawmakers Tuesday to pay for programs to stem chronic illnesses
such as diabetes, asthma, and heart disease that are fueling the
growth of medical costs.
The $60 million earmarked over the next four years for the
Prevention and Wellness Trust, believed to be the first such state
based prevention fund in the nation, will be paid for by a tax on
insurers and an assessment on some larger hospitals.
Under the expansive prevention program, communities, health care
providers, regional planning agencies, and health plans will vie for
grants, to be awarded by the state’s Department of Public Health, to
battle preventable illnesses.
Supporters, who long lobbied for money to be dedicated to disease
prevention as part of cost control legislation, called the bill
groundbreaking. “This keeps Massachusetts at the forefront of
health policy,” said Maddie Ribble, policy director at the
Massachusetts Public Health Association.
Health Care for All, a Boston-based consumer group, said in a
statement that the legislation “will begin to move us away from a
sick care system and toward a true health care system that is
aligned and focused on keeping us healthy.”

 Assessment on health plans (total=$60m)
 Assessment on acute hospitals with more than $1

billion in net assets and less than 50 percent of
revenue generated by public payers (total=$165m)
To fund…
 Prevention Trust: $60 million over 4 years
 health information technology: $30 million
 struggling community hospitals: $135 million

Looking Forward
 Integration/coordination of primary and secondary






prevention
Laying the foundation for reauthorization of funding
Meeting cost savings goals
Strong communications strategy
Moving the needle toward primary prevention
Plan for the long haul
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